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Tried&Tested Health Passport.

WE PROVIDE AN APP TO IDENTIFY VIRUS STATUS
SHOWS GREEN, YELLOW, OR RED STATUS FOR TRAVEL, WORK, GROUPINGS AND SOCIAL ACTIVITIES
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Tried&Tested Health Passport.

THE TRIED&TESTED PLATFORM USES THE POWER OF QUANTUM DOTS TO AUTHENTICATE TEST KITS THROUGHOUT THE SUPPLY CHAIN

QUANTUM DOTS ARE LAB DESIGNED ATOMIC CRYSTALS 10-100 ATOMS IN SIZE THAT ARE FINELY TUNED TO EMIT UNIQUE OPTICAL SIGNATURES THAT ARE SERIALISED IN THE TRIED&TESTED PLATFORM

OUR DOTS CAN BE INTEGRATED INTO THE TEST KIT AT A TAMPERPROOF MOLECULAR LEVEL.

THIS IS A PASSIVE ADDITIVE TECHNOLOGY THAT IS EASY TO DEPLOY, ALLOWS AND ENHANCES TRACKING ANYWHERE A SMART DEVICE GOES

THE TEST KIT CAN BE AUTHENTICATED, INTERACTED WITH, AND TRACKED, USING THE TRIED&TESTED PLATFORM
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Tracking the test kit.

THE TEST KIT CAN BE AUTHENTICATED, INTERACTED WITH, AND TRACKED, USING THE TRIED&TESTED PLATFORM
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Restoring Trust.

Supply chains are confronting serious challenges, with fake test kits causing serious harm and liability costs.

Protecting brand integrity and reputation has become much more complex and difficult.

Product liability litigation and costs have sky-rocketed.

The burden is on all of us to proactively mitigate risks including counterfeiting and fraud, by securing the supply chain.
Systems Integration.

EASY INTEGRATION WITH EXISTING LOGISTICS SYSTEMS WITH LOW CAPITAL OUTLAY

BILLIONS OF UNIQUE OPTICAL SIGNATURES ARE AVAILABLE

MOLECULARLY INTEGRATED INTO TEST KITS, OUR DOTS ARE TAMPERPROOF AND CAN ALSO BE INCLUDED IN INK TO PRINT UNIQUE UPC, EAN-13, QR CODES AND OTHER LABELLING

THE TRIED&TESTED PLATFORM ALLOWS FOR INTEGRATION WITH EXISTING SCANNING AND SUPPLY CHAIN SYSTEMS POWERED BY THE LATEST DISTRIBUTED LEDGER TECHNOLOGIES
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The app.

WE PROVIDE INDIVIDUALS WITH AN APP TO IDENTIFY THEIR VIRUS STATUS

SHOWS GREEN, YELLOW, OR RED STATUS FOR TRAVEL, WORK, GROUPINGS AND SOCIAL ACTIVITIES

FULLY COMPLIANT WITH PRIVACY LAWS FOR NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL USE.

IMPORTANTLY, OUR TRIED&TESTED HEALTH ID PASSPORT IS IMPLEMENTED AS A SECURE, USER-FRIENDLY SMARTPHONE APP THAT PRESENTS A COMPREHENSIVE TESTING, IMMUNISATION AND HEALTH STATUS OF AN AUTHENTICATED INDIVIDUAL.

INDIVIDUALS RECEIVE THEIR TEST RESULT AS SOON AS IT IS AVAILABLE AND MAY SHARE THE RESULTS WITH OTHERS WHO REQUIRE THAT INFORMATION TO ALLOW TRAVEL, ADMINISTER CARE, PROVIDE BENEFITS OR MONITOR THE SPREAD OF THE DISEASE.

THE SIMPLE AND INTUITIVE COLOUR-CODED IMMUNITY STATUS CAN BE CONFIGURED TO COMPLY WITH HEALTH STATUS DEFINITIONS, STANDARDS AND WORKFLOW PROCESSES IN OPERATION IN DIFFERENT REGIONS, AND COUNTRIES. AN EXAMPLE WOULD BE HIPAA IN THE USA.